Supplies:




Page from a book or newspaper
Pencil
Permanent markers, regular markers, or pens

Grab the flashlight, there's been a blackout
warning. Blackout poetry is when a page of text — usually a
page from a book or newspaper — is completely blacked out
(colored over with permanent marker so that it is no longer
visible) except for a select few words. When only these words
are visible, a brand new story is created from the existing
text. Awesome, right?!
Craft time is all the time. When making your own blackout
poems, think of the task like a craft project. Luckily you don't
need too many supplies — just a newspaper, permanent
marker, and your mind of course. Unlike a research paper for
school, when picking an article to use, it's best not to read it
too closely. That way, you aren't overly influenced by the author's
original work and you can create something uniquely your own.
You could also substitute the newspaper for a magazine or novel.
Just make sure you don't accidentally blackout that one book you
forgot a friend lent you. If you choose to blackout a novel, you are
able to use other writers' stories to make your own; if you choose
to use an article, you have the power to create fiction from nonfiction. And you thought only Harry Potter could do magic.
Choose when the blackout strikes. Just like how the most difficult
part of writing a traditional poem is figuring out which words to
add to the page, the hardest part of writing a blackout poem is
identifying which words to eliminate. A good way to start is to
glance at the page without reading the text fully, and put boxes
around the words or phrases that really strike you. You can choose
whether you want to make a broad story out of just "big" words
like nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or if you want to create a more
coherent narrative, using big words and little words like "is," "of,"
and "the" to move the story along. Then, just blackout all the other
words on the page (this is definitely the best part for all you
doodlers out there). If you want to graduate to being a super
advanced blackout poet you can even create visual poetry out of
the words you decide to keep and the ones you blackout.
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